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"A rare example of a readable snapshot of a world we all need to get more informed about." —
the Times Ethan Lou goes on an epic quest through the proverbial cryptocurrency Wild West,
through riches, absurdity, wonder, and woe. From investing in Bitcoin in university to his time
writing for Reuters, and then mining the digital asset ― Lou meets a co-founder of Ethereum and
Gerald Cotten of QuadrigaCX (before he was reported dead), and hangs out in North Korea with
Virgil Griffith, the man later arrested for allegedly teaching blockchain to the totalitarian
state. Coming of age in the 2008 financial crisis, Lou's generation has a natural affinity with this
rebel internet money, this so-called millennial gold, created in the wake of that economic storm.
At once an immersive narrative of adventure and fortune, Once a Bitcoin Miner is also a work of
journalistic rigor. Lou examines this domain through the lens of the human condition, delving
deep into the lives of the fast-talkers, the exiles, the ambitious, and the daring, forging their paths
in a new world harsh and unpredictable.
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from a Pandemic: A Journey Through a World SuspendedPrologueJonathan Edwards rarely
saw the neighbors across the street, but now he wondered if one day he’d be walking by and
see a shooting right out front. What about his three-and-a-half-year-old boy? Why were lawmen
storming that house? And just three days before Christmas! Jonathan did not know. But he did
know this: he’d moved there for a reason. There, outside the city, you could watch your horse run
for miles on the flat prairie grass and not see a single other person, but when you stopped your
car by the side of the road, out of nowhere would come a helpful voice asking if everything was
okay. There, people drew their curtains before sundown. The local gas station closed at 10 p.m.
Jonathan had sought the hamlet for its bigger lots and tranquility. He had moved, in part,
because nothing at all was supposed to happen there.That night, inside the McMansion across
from Jonathan, the sin was stacked black and high with weapons and drugs, and the 25-year-
old gangster Real Honorio and four others were hauled away by the law under the waning
crescent moon. Real would come to regret the pain and anguish his crimes caused, the sordid
chapter of his life so mired in gunfire and blood he had been blind to what was important. As a
boy, Real had been interested in art and had a sense of justice, having won the local
newspaper’s Superhero Stamps contest by designing his own character, Flame Thrower. Now
everything had culminated in the death of a dream, as Real’s parents would describe, shame
and brokenness to his whole family.But that came only much later, after Real was arrested
again, charged with and convicted for a different deed. Ten days after the December raid, Real
was out on bail, and into his mind cantered the pale thoughts of death, fair and frigid like the
falling snow. Revolver in hand, Real and his fellows stormed a Vietnamese restaurant. Muzzles
flared amid the eatery’s white lace curtains and aquariums filled with colorful fish, and two rival
outlaws dropped to the ground, bleeding. The acrid smell of powder filled the air, bullet holes
marred the green walls, and empty shell casings bounced upon the reddening floor. Keni Su’a, a
construction worker eating at the restaurant, ran out the door. He did not see the steely gun
sights that stalked him.Once married to a local doctor, Keni was a Pacific Islander who had first
crossed the salty sea to North America to spread the good word of Jesus Christ. Keni had come
to love the cleanliness of the New World, the warmth of its people, and what he had seen as its



safety. Described as humble and gentle and with a great smile, Keni went to the restaurant often,
and on that New Year’s Day he faded away in the frost outside, bleeding out between the
snowbanks, the bright crimson flowing where no such color should ever be. For a moment,
almost imperceptible, a faint vapor would have risen from Keni as his warmth was lost to the
brittle air. Keni never learned why he was damned to die that January 1 of 2009, age 43, in
Calgary in western Canada, in the bleak early winter, 6,000 miles from the island he had once
called home.Those who spend enough time on the internet may come across the term “sonder,”
coined by the online linguistics project the Dictionary of Obscure Sorrows to describe the
realization that “each random passerby is living a life as vivid and complex as your own —
populated with their own ambitions, friends, routines, worries, and inherited craziness — an epic
story that continues invisibly around you like an anthill sprawling deep underground.” In those
stories, “you might appear only once, as an extra sipping coffee in the background, as a blur of
traffic passing on the highway, as a lighted window at dusk.” And those moments are the faint
links between different worlds, snaking through every look and every touch and every shoulder
brushed. We hardly notice those links, and even when we do, we can never fully appreciate the
strangeness of their paths or the complexities of the stories to which they lead.There is no easy
answer as to why Keni died that New Year’s Day. It was Real’s .357-caliber revolver, and his
finger on the trigger, but the islander was not his target. Real had mistaken him for a rival outlaw.
The two did not know each other and shared nothing other than their presence in the restaurant
that afternoon. Keni died simply because he was there, because the other restaurant he had
wanted to visit was closed, because he’d picked the wrong day to crave Vietnamese food.
Leaving his homeland of Samoa to preach the gospel, Keni had been the protagonist of his own
epic, but that afternoon, he was nothing more than an unwitting, unfortunate extra, sipping tea in
the background of Real’s life.As Keni lay dying, the restaurateur Dan Dang hid in the freezer. She
had not seen the bullets fly, but she had heard their murderous thunder, and she was both cold
and scared. Later, Dan saw the victims on the floor. One was on his stomach, bleeding from his
mouth. A young woman held the body and cried. That scene had come from a gang feud that
Dan had done nothing to invite, about which she knew little and cared even less. What Dan did
know, though, was her own story. She had fled a troubled Vietnam and endured the brutal high
seas only to end up in a Malaysian refugee camp before finding a new life in North America. Dan
screamed in her sleep that night. The restaurant had been the culmination of more than a
decade’s toil in a local meat plant by her and her husband, who had also been a refugee. Now
Dan didn’t think she could ever go back. Meanwhile her husband worried that, with yellow police
tape sealing off the place, there was no way to put food into the aquarium and that the fish were
dying.Two days later, on January 3, 2009, Bitcoin was introduced into the world, and in that
same sonder-esque way that people silently pass through each other’s lives, through those
elusive links that meander between worlds, all that turmoil of the December raid and the New
Year shooting, all that sorrow and pain, that destructive convergence of all those dissimilar lives,
would be connected to a new story, albeit faintly — no more than a fleck of paint in the backdrop



of an entirely different play.Act I2013 High: $1,200Chapter 1I grew up in Wuppertal in western
Germany, the birthplace of both aspirin and heroin, invented by the same guy in a two-week
period in the nineteenth century. My childhood began a little after the fall of the Berlin Wall, and
my doctoral-candidate father supported the family on the modest income typical of his position. I
remember when he hauled home an old bicycle for me, all the way from another city. I hated it
and never rode it. I think it used to belong to a girl. The plastic decorations on the spokes were
too pink, and like the hand-me-downs I wore, the bicycle was too big.When I turned eighteen, it
was in a job market battered by the 2008 financial crisis, a milestone marked by need and
uncertainty. Banks had increasingly profited by offering risky mortgages to those who should not
be getting them, and then building complicated investment products on top of them. When those
borrowers couldn’t repay, that triggered an avalanche in the interconnected financial system,
and people around the world lost homes, jobs, and retirement savings. That same year, a
faceless figure known only as Satoshi Nakamoto released a nine-page white paper, made with
off-brand software: “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System.” Whoever was behind that
pseudonym, that person or group had been fueled and driven by the financial crisis. In Bitcoin’s
first batch of transaction records, dated January 3, 2009, called the Genesis Block, Satoshi
Nakamoto encoded a message that directly referenced that sordid affair. The creator cited a
Times of London article about a potential second government bailout for the banks. Billions were
to be spent helping the usurers — again — to rescue them from a storm of their own making.
And that storm had spewed forth something: Bitcoin was spawned from an opposition to the
financial status of the world, a frustration against the same bleakness that had surrounded me
my whole life. It was, perhaps, natural that eventually it would pull me in –– although probably not
in the way that Satoshi Nakamoto had intended.I first heard of Bitcoin in my second year of
university, but I can’t remember if it was 2012 or 2013. My friends Dillon and Clinton can’t
remember either. It’s been too long, and there is a non-zero possibility we had too much
marijuana that day. Clinton has the worst recollection: “Don’t think I was there.”I was in university
in Toronto, in Canada, where I studied journalism. We three were at Clinton’s city-subsidized
apartment in a building full of drug dealers and hoarders, a place described by a newspaper
columnist as “freakishly menacing and macabre” due to the frequent mysterious deaths there.
We were on the dark web that day, the internet’s uncharted armpit, for a reason commonly
behind the questionable decisions young men make, not unlike the reason people risk their lives
to climb tall piles of rock or ride raging farm animals just to see how long they can stay atop.The
dark web is unmapped by mainstream search engines and accessible only through special
software, most commonly a browser called Tor. The dark web has many legitimate uses, but it is
more well known for the illegitimate ones. If you can imagine something — anything — then it
can be found on the dark web. Al-Qaeda and pedophiles and all forms of the grotesque have
lurked on its pages. My friends and I stumbled upon the term “vore” and clicked on a related link,
only to discover it meant cannibalism porn. We did not linger long enough to see if it was real or
staged. Elsewhere on the dark web, various marketplaces offered stolen credit card details and



passwords, drugs, and guns. You could also hire someone to say the right words to police so
that a tactical team would raid a house of your choice, a process called “swatting.” My friends
and I even found purported assassinations on offer –– just unbelievable.Whatever the service or
product, those dark web entrepreneurs required payment in Bitcoin. Not long after its release,
the world’s first cryptocurrency had seen its first major use case. Like the BitTorrent file-sharing
protocol, Bitcoin operates through a network of its users, without a central administrator. All the
dark web transactions were theoretically outside any government’s reach. I could not help but
feel that held some sort of broader value, even if I could not exactly place it, and I soon revisited
the subject.After that year of university, I spent the summer interning at a newspaper in Saint
John on Canada’s east coast, an economy so decimated that, on my way in, the taxi driver was
surprised I was in town for a job. I made $15 per hour, $10 less than at big-city newspapers such
as the Toronto Star, where my application was among the hundreds rejected.It was in Saint John
that I interviewed over the phone a Bitcoin advocate for an article: Anthony Di Iorio, founder of
what was then known as the Bitcoin Alliance of Canada, a late-thirties alumnus of my university,
a serial entrepreneur who previously dug geothermal boreholes and operated rental housing,
among other ventures.It’s hard to explain Bitcoin to people, Anthony said. “You get what I call the
Bitcoin stare, where people look at you a little bit weird.”But explain traditional money to people,
and you often get the same reaction. The two are actually quite similar. Consider the
Micronesian island of Yap, which had once used large, donut-shaped stones as currency that
the people dubbed “rai.” Because they were heavy, the rai stones themselves didn’t actually
change hands. People simply agreed the ownership had changed, as if there were a ledger
tracking all the stones. So the actual stones became less important. At least once, a stone was
somehow lost, but it continued to be traded as if it still existed. The figurative ledger had become
the actual currency system. In a fundamental way, that’s how all money works, just records on
ledgers. What makes Bitcoin different, though, is that its ledger, called a blockchain, is
distributed among its network and governed entirely by code, making it theoretically impossible
for any one party to forge a transaction, go against pre-defined rules, or otherwise control it.As
seen with the dark web, that feature was useful, and with a limited quantity hardwired into
Bitcoin’s code, supply and demand had driven up its price, kind of like a stock. The creator
Satoshi Nakamoto had meant for Bitcoin to be a medium of exchange, but it moved more wildly
than any currency from a functioning economy. “It’s grown more in value than anything else,”
Anthony said matter-of-factly. Bitcoin’s first known real-world transaction had been 10,000 units
for two pizzas in 2010, an abysmally low per-coin valuation that quickly became outdated. “I
mean, when I first purchased,” Anthony said, “I got in at around $10, and it’s gone up as high as
$250.” By the time we spoke, Bitcoin was hovering around $100, but there was still a certain
confidence in Anthony’s speech, the kind that belongs to the sinewy sort of man who seems
competent in a poker game. “It will grow much higher. I think, eventually, it’s going to be up in the
thousands.”Bitcoin’s properties had implications for everything from monetary policy to
geopolitics. But for all the wider potential that Anthony saw, my personal takeaway from our



conversation was the price movement. I could not stop thinking about how much Anthony had
made as I walked home that day to my rental apartment void of furniture, in an aging city where
all the young were moving away, where, right in the middle of downtown, for the first time in my
life, I saw an actual bingo hall. “The thousands!” I thought as I passed the discount
supermarket’s rusting trash bins, which inexplicably bore cheery slogans such as “Smile,” “Enjoy
life,” and “Never give up.” They spewed forth the whiff of expired milk that, damp with the ocean
air, smelled just like cheese.Chapter 2Later in the summer of 2013, I got a call from the Toronto
Star. I was finally going to work in that gray, waterfront monolith that had been voted by one-fifth
of the newspaper’s own readers as the ugliest building in the city. But faced with declining
revenue, the Star had considered eliminating that internship program, and when I skipped the
first day of my third year of university and walked into its concrete eyesore, I was taking a one-
third pay cut from what had been offered to the previous year’s interns. It was pretty close to
what I had made at the east coast paper. That was not unique, not to internships or even to the
media world. The job market everywhere was decaying, even as universities pumped out more
graduates. I was keenly aware that I was among the lucky ones.A month later, I tried LSD for the
first time with my buddy Dillon, with whom I had earlier discovered the dark web, in his little room
in a shared house. I lived in one of those places, too. Mine cost some $500 per month, and the
streetlamps shone right through my windows, and hookah smoke kept creeping in from the hazy
den downstairs. It was the hallmark of student life, even as many lived there long after
graduation. Dillon and I unwittingly took three times the standard dosage and followed Bilbo
Baggins across Middle-earth’s vast and lawless plains in the film The Hobbit. In terms of the
original books, I’ve always loved The Hobbit more than the related The Lord of the Rings. The
former I read as an adult, but the latter when I was no more than thirteen years old, when I
understood little and retained even less, perusing it in part because I wanted people to see me
flipping through a big book and assume I was smart and beyond my years for reading such a big
book. Watching The Hobbit with Dillon, what drew me in especially was the sullen dwarf, Thorin,
bitter and lonely after years of wander, who never so much as unfrowns until the end. “The young
dwarf prince took work where he could find it,” Bilbo says in the opening narration. Thorin is on a
quest seeking enchanted gold and a home — “you don’t have one,” Bilbo later tells him. That
day, that resonated in me with an intensity that wrung my heart.In many ways, my generation
considered itself damned. In the United States, young adults were half as likely to own a home
as their counterparts in 1975. More than half of millennials with student loans had delayed major
life events, such as marriage or having children, because of their debt. Full-time employment for
Canadian men between 17 and 24 had fallen by almost a quarter over the past 40-some years.
In the United Kingdom, those problems were causing millennials to be the first generation to
have worse health than their parents. While looking up those numbers, I also read that a male
millennial’s fertility would have been irreversibly damaged by age eighteen because of all the
processed modern junk food in the average diet. It didn’t have much to do with the economy, but
it made me sad all the same to learn that, on top of everything, there was something wrong with



the fundamental function of me and my fellow men.So when the end of the year came, and
Anthony Di Iorio’s Bitcoin price prediction turned out to be right, it was as if the fates had
whispered something important, and only I was listening. Bitcoin, once cheaper than half a can
of bacon grease, had touched what was then an all-time high of more than $1,000. As I sat in the
Toronto Star offices, I wondered how many millions Anthony must have made. Outside, the
winter wailed.Years later, I would tell part of this story to Anthony. I even told his parents, when I
unexpectedly ran into them. But I don’t think I ever got across to Anthony the journey that he sent
me on. We were not and would never become close acquaintances. I was just an extra in the
background of his life.I took the plunge that December day. So excited was I, I gave small
portions of my Bitcoin purchase to my parents as belated Christmas presents and excitedly
extolled to them the currency’s virtues. “This is the future of money,” I said, channeling Anthony.
“It’s bound to go up.”It wasn’t long before I started cursing Anthony, his matter-of-fact confidence
and “toned physique and aloof manner,” as one newspaper would later describe.Unknown to
me, trouble stirred in the Bitcoin world, and it was wild, and it was heavy. Japan’s Mt. Gox, the
world’s largest platform for buying and selling Bitcoin, perhaps the one major brand in
cryptocurrency the mainstream knew at the time, was collapsing like a dead star, and the weight
of it all would ripple. Less than three months after I’d bought Bitcoin on that fateful New Year’s
Eve, the currency had fallen 50 percent from what was then its all-time high. What the hell had I
been thinking? I vowed to sell all my bitcoins and never touch the cursed currency again.Of
course, I did neither.Run by Mark Karpeles, a plump Frenchman in Japan with kind eyes and an
easy smile, Mt. Gox let users deposit traditional currency to buy Bitcoin from each other or vice
versa. The name was short for “Magic: The Gathering Online eXchange,” as the site had
originally been intended to be a platform for trading collectible cards. Naturally, the mainstream
finance world still viewed Mt. Gox as such. It did not help that Karpeles, who looked really silly in
a Reuters interview sitting inexplicably on a blue exercise ball, was like many Bitcoin early
adopters. Young men more geek than entrepreneur, they were ironically uninitiated to the red
tape and clunky inner workings of finance that cryptocurrency was purported to solve, yet that
which an exchange could not avoid. Accused of frequently boasting of his high IQ and
prioritizing the needs of his cat over attending industry events, Karpeles soon began to feel the
weight of finance jargon like “compliance,” “know your customer,” and “money services
business.” In 2013, the U.S. government seized some of Mt. Gox’s funds. Banks shunned it.
Users could not withdraw their money. Then came the revelation of what Karpeles described as
hacking attempts that had stolen nearly $500 million of Bitcoin over the years. Karpeles showed
up uneasily in a gray suit at a Japanese news conference. His long, dark hair looked like it was
slicked down with gel for the first time. He bowed before he spoke. “We have lost bitcoins due to
weaknesses in the system,” Karpeles said in Japanese. No doubt, he tried to keep his face
neutral, but he was one of those people whose resting expression was gentle and friendly,
almost like a smile, like Private “Gomer Pyle” in Full Metal Jacket. “We are really sorry for causing
trouble to all the people concerned.” And so Mt. Gox went bankrupt.For a product whose dollar-



value swings solely on supply and demand, that scandal had torpedoed the price, analysts said.
By the summer of 2014, Bitcoin had bounced back just a sliver to $600, a little more than half of
the height from which it fell. It was a price pitiful, yet also heavy.There was, as well, the social
price. The thing about embracing cryptocurrency is that once you go down that path, you
become “that guy,” the one who explains Bitcoin to all your friends, the one who springs to mind
when they chance upon the topic. “Oh, Bitcoin? I know a guy who has some.” Every gathering,
every party, I was quizzed about my investment.“Oh, I’m doing fine,” I would say with a chuckle,
to show I was doing fine. “You know what they say, never gamble with money you’re not prepared
to lose. Haha.”Beneath the armor, I was gashes and gore. It wasn’t that much money. I wasn’t
stupid enough to play with funds I needed to pay bills or buy food or anything. And I had had an
upgrade in my internship, ascending to $25 per hour. But what had gone into Bitcoin was all of
my savings. I floated month to month untethered, one bad day away from blood seeping through
mail and plate and into the open. Sometimes, when nobody was looking, I swear all I did was
stare into the distance, as if I had lost a brother to pneumonia.Then there were my parents, to
whom I had given Bitcoin for Christmas. I’m sure they’d read the news of the fall. Yet they never
brought it up. Those coins I gave them hung like some Greek sword over every weekly video-call
session, like that incriminating, Vaseline-lubricated carrot in the Chuck Palahniuk short story
“Guts” that a character’s mother stealthily takes from his room and then never mentions again. I
started to dread the video calls — did my parents believe they’d sired a simpleton who pissed
away everything on worthless internet-scrip monkey money?“God, our son’s a jackass,” they
must have thought, “just a mistake or two away from becoming Carrot Boy.”It was a long summer
— the sort that stretched and stretched and faded into time itself — in my tiny apartment above
the hookah place, where I claimed a decisive yet hollow victory against bed bugs, and where an
eyebrowless neighbor with severe mental-health issues constantly tried to hit on me. Sometimes
when I looked out the window that summer, silently resentful of all creation, it was as if I could
see the world standing still.The person I least wanted to see was Anthony Di Iorio, so naturally, I
would meet him in person for the first time.Chapter 3Anthony was clad in a white T-shirt that
matched his office’s white décor, which made the place look bigger. He had started a software
company, Decentral, and held regular cryptocurrency meetups, setting up shop in a redbrick
house in Toronto’s historical fashion district.“I saw your article,” Anthony said, without further
comment.I had interviewed him earlier for a piece I was writing, and he had invited me to one of
his gatherings, which were posted on Meetup.com, a site with a self-explanatory name. “The
most challenging part was trying to summarize what Bitcoin is in one paragraph,” I said, before
instantly regretting it.“Really?” Anthony lit up. “I want to hear this.” Maybe he hadn’t read the
article that closely after all.I stammered out a few lines that were nowhere near as eloquent as I
thought they would be.About a dozen young men attended the meetup, dressed casually but
also deliberately. The walls were lined with glass whiteboards. Soft drinks and potato chips were
put out for the attendees, although the latter were of a boring flavor, like lightly salted or
barbecue. I didn’t tell Anthony I had lost money on Bitcoin. I did not want to sound stupid.There



was a presentation by Bitwage, which offered a service that allowed companies to pay their
employees with cryptocurrency. I had been working on another cryptocurrency article, about that
very subject, to coincide with Labor Day, and at that event, I met several people who were taking
salaries in Bitcoin.One was Gerald Cotten, a bright-eyed, sandy-haired 20-something whose
face, like that of Mt. Gox’s Frenchman Mark Karpeles, had a gentle resting expression. Gerry
had founded the exchange platform QuadrigaCX, where people could buy and sell
cryptocurrency. He is, of course, most famous for being declared dead in India and sending
shockwaves across and beyond the cryptocurrency world. But on the day we met, it was still the
simpler time of 2014.A business-school graduate, Gerry was a fixture in Toronto’s growing
cryptocurrency scene, attending Anthony’s meetups even before the latter had secured his
fashion-district building. Reserved, private, and an avid player of Settlers of Catan, a nerdy
strategy board game, Gerry avoided gluten and drank cider, eschewing beer due to digestive
problems.Gerry shook my hand and handed me a black business card — white text upon a
dark, perforated steel theme. It was nice-looking, but it was clearly not made by a professional.
There were at least three different fonts on it.I knew Gerry a little by reputation. At the time, there
were few platforms in Canada where you could buy and sell cryptocurrency easily, in an
organized fashion, with local currency. Everyone knew Gerry and Quadriga. “Aren’t you in
Vancouver?” I asked.“Oh, no,” Gerry said. “We were, but we just moved to Toronto.”I asked Gerry
about Quadriga. It was then only nine months old, and it wasn’t doing that well. Only some $7
million worth of Bitcoin would trade hands on the platform that year, and it would take in only
about $20,000 in revenue from November 2014 through January 2015, against almost four times
that in losses.Yet Gerry had gone all in. “I make all my money in Bitcoin,” he said. He seemed in
for the long haul, a steadfast believer in the future of cryptocurrency.For a while, I almost forgot
about all the money I had lost. There was something oddly inspiring about Gerry. I decided to
hold on to my Bitcoin. So it crashed even further, at one point going below $200.You would
expect that I would have grasped my lesson by then and gotten out. As they say in the Warrior
television show, in a line that I will never forget because of the sheer cruelty it evokes, even a
blind dog learns after being beaten enough. But if spicy food, roller coasters, and horror movies
are any indication, we humans have a knack for choosing suffering over ease. Sitting in my tiny
apartment, where a neighbor constantly hogged the communal bathroom to shave his head, I
bought more Bitcoin.Running through my head was, I suppose, the typical gambler mentality,
thinking that if I kept playing, I could somehow recoup losses, that events came in patterns, and
that after a string of bad luck, I would surely encounter better fortune. Then there was the
general consensus of the scene. Everyone was confident Bitcoin would go back up. People
earned entire salaries in it, after all. I, too, started seeing a little of what they saw, that Bitcoin’s in-
built scarcity and almost complete resistance to outside control held a certain value. As well,
some who had entered the cryptocurrency space earlier remembered a worse decline in 2011,
when Bitcoin tumbled to $2 from what had then been a high of $32. Imagine if you’d sold then.
Imagine the weight of that regret. Cryptocurrency circles preach iron-faced stoicism and



resistance to the urge to panic-sell, distilled into the meme of the mantra “HODL,” a comical
misspelling of “hold.” Dramatic swings happen all the time, and when it falls, it means Bitcoin is
on sale, as the belief goes. I bought Bitcoin on Gerald Cotten’s Quadriga, and I went with the
flow of HODL.At the same time, after going to Anthony’s meetup and getting to know Gerry, I
had delved increasingly deeper into the cryptocurrency world, finding it endlessly fascinating.
Because Bitcoin is open source, anyone can copy and repurpose its code. People had come up
with hundreds of alternative cryptocurrencies, or altcoins, and were also applying Bitcoin’s
blockchain technology to uses aside from money. They were branching into separate,
sometimes even rivaling domains, but also collectively forming a literal new world of crypto-
blockchain, with its own industry, rules, and community. I started to realize there could be more
to it than just dollar-profits.I decided to spend bitcoins to see what practical use there was for the
currency. The fact that one bitcoin was worth a couple of hundred bucks was no limitation on
what you could buy with it. One coin is divisible to eight decimal places, so theoretically, you can
buy a cup of coffee with Bitcoin. But at the time, there weren’t many cafes accepting the
currency. Most use cases for cryptocurrency were still of the unconventional variety. I made a
losing bet on a gambling website against the boxer Floyd Mayweather when he fought his rival
Manny Pacquiao, a mistake I repeated years later when the former took on the mixed martial arts
fighter Conor McGregor. I also ordered ten hits of LSD for 0.412 bitcoins on the dark web.I didn’t
habitually partake by any measure. But, that final semester of my journalism degree, I had
somehow cleared most of my course load and had almost no classes, and it was a paralyzing
winter with little to do. Moreover, I’d always believed the most important criterion for considering
an activity was its novelty. Another one of my well-thought-out plans around that time, for
example, was to attend the Pyongyang marathon in totalitarian North Korea, a place about which
I had long been curious, and I had trained extensively only for the country to ban foreigners amid
the Ebola outbreak. And while I did not pay it much heed back then, it was also around this time
that the idea for this book first came to me. I’d long accepted that I was someone who would
politely be called “eccentric.” In 2018, when Changpeng Zhao — founder of what would be
known as the world’s biggest cryptocurrency exchange platform, Binance — talked about his
company’s operating model, it was as if he had cracked open my being and peered at my soul:
“We have a very simple decision-making process and we don’t really dwell on it. And once we
[have] decided, we just execute. . . . If I make, like, 80 percent good decisions, it’s usually okay,
as long as the 20 percent decisions are not fatal.”The LSD purchase, though, would turn out to
be a 20 percent decision. In retrospect, I should have seen that coming, for it had happened just
two weeks after a dark day: North America’s first rodent out of hibernation in the Groundhog Day
event had caught a fright from its own shadow, scuttling back into its earthen burrow and,
according to folkloric tradition, forecasting six more weeks of cold and frost. And I would learn a
painful lesson. No LSD ever came in the mail. Because Bitcoin transactions are irreversible, my
coins were gone for good. Such scams were common on the dark web, I later learned. In 2020,
Harper’s Magazine did a deep dive into the assassination market to find it was full of false



hitmen. The more illegal your purchase, the more common the scams. The LSD dealer was
anonymous, like almost everyone else on the dark web, and I had no way to pursue the
matter.Then I met Anthony again.Chapter 4By 2016, Mark Karpeles of Mt. Gox, accused of
taking users’ money for himself, had been arrested and thrown into a Japanese jail, from which
he emerged far skinnier, yet no less emphatic in protesting his innocence — he was eventually
cleared of embezzlement, convicted only on falsifying the exchange’s data. I had graduated from
university and had gotten hired by the international news agency Reuters. By then, Bitcoin’s
price had recovered slightly, but not by much, and I had long since chucked the matter out of my
mind. Then I heard Anthony also had a new job.While he still ran Decentral, Anthony had also
become the new chief digital officer of the Toronto Stock Exchange, which was keen to explore
potential uses for the blockchain technology behind Bitcoin. I ended up interviewing Anthony at
his sparse office in downtown Toronto.There in the financial district was where I also worked —
just a block away, in fact. The area teemed with towers all glass and steel and inhuman, as if
harsh houses built by heartless men. Every few blocks, centuries-old facades of buildings old as
the city itself were tacked onto their modern successors. Toronto was rife with such
juxtapositions, and critics called them jarring and ugly. But I’d always felt they had a certain
charm, as if their mishmashes of present and past revealed a special connection between the
two.Anthony had been on the job for a little over a month, and he seemed reluctant to go into
detail about his work, saying it was still in its early stages. “Everybody can see — they know my
background and they know I’ve been hired here, and they can put two and two together.” He
added a cryptic note: “I’m here part-time, but I’m also here full-time.”Anthony’s office was big and
full of wood. It was largely empty except for the furniture and, on the tables, two bottles of water,
a coffee cup, some paper, and one of those rare smartphones that still had a keyboard, which
somehow I also used. Anthony’s computer was on a desk behind his main one, suggesting he
was the sort of important man whose days were spent talking to people instead of staring at a
screen. Anthony himself looked oddly polished. Gone were the white T-shirts that had been his
trademark. Now he wore a white button-down, albeit untucked, and glasses.Rather than his
stock exchange job, Anthony was more interested in talking about a new project. Nearly
everything we do online relies on centralized servers holding all our information, big corporations
overseeing all our activities. Think Facebook. Think gaming or banking. If a server gets hacked, a
lot is lost. If Google reads your emails, you probably have no way of even knowing. We put a lot
of trust into these central administrators. “That’s retarded,” Anthony said. But what if, through the
blockchain technology behind Bitcoin, that can be different? A version of that idea can be traced
to the same meetup where I first met Anthony in person. It was not his idea, but he had been
among the first to hear it, and with his Bitcoin wealth, he had bankrolled the initial work on
it.Vitalik Buterin, an elongated Toronto young man who looked brainy in a very literal way, had
attended Anthony’s first meetup and later brought to him an idea for a blockchain platform he
called Ethereum. It’s a name that references the mythological fifth element ether, the pure
essence that Greek gods breathed that was a building block of existence itself. Bitcoin was



made to be a more democratized form of money. “Ethereum uses the same technology,
basically, to create sort of a computing environment that you can use for pretty much anything,”
Vitalik told attendees at one meetup. He wore a whimsical T-shirt featuring the head of a cartoon
character.In the same vein as Bitcoin, the Ethereum platform was made to be decentralized,
uncontrollable by any one party. Its core feature was the “smart contract,” a sort of self-executing
program. “That program can say if this particular condition happens, then send this amount of
money to this person.” Vitalik talked with his hands. “The program is just guaranteed to execute it
according to whatever path you set.” With that, the goal was to cut the central administrators
from online applications and services, leaving only users interacting with each other, and code
running practically by itself. Ethereum was to let people develop cloud storage without central
servers that could be hacked, banking services without banks taking cuts, and social networks
without a company reading your messages. Even new cryptocurrencies could be created, far
more easily than before, Vitalik said. “You can make your own currency on top of Ethereum. A
currency is basically just a program.”Anthony, who viewed Vitalik as a “very undersocialized kid,”
didn’t know what to make of everything when he gleaned the concept. But Anthony saw
potential, and he brought Vitalik’s idea to the more technically savvy, and a core team of eight
was gathered. The platform launched to overwhelmingly positive reception, although by the time
Anthony and I spoke, he had already left the Ethereum project.Ethereum intrigued me, but more
interesting were Anthony and his new job. He did not view it as any sort of promotion or a
legitimization of what he did or as any recognition by the mainstream finance world, which he did
not covet anyway. Anthony didn’t see himself as becoming part of a bigger body, but vice versa:
the stock exchange gig was just one gear in his clock. In a way, it was the same with Vitalik, who
had taken on the Thiel Fellowship, a program by the eponymous U.S. billionaire who co-founded
PayPal, which paid young people $100,000 to skip or drop out of university to pursue other
projects. These were not people searching for well-trodden paths in life but walking their
own.That was a peculiar notion that made me uncomfortable in a way, for I had been the exact
opposite. It wasn’t so much that I didn’t want to forge my own path in life — I just didn’t know
what that was or where to begin. For as long as I could remember, despite my sometimes
unconventional interests, I had always wanted to be a part of something, as if having a larger
group stamped upon me would save me from having to find my own identity. I had at the time a
job that was the envy of a lot of my friends, but was it truly what I wanted? That day, Anthony and
I shared a silent elevator ride at the end of the interview. Neither of us can recall why exactly, but
something had lingered in the air, unspoken but not unnoticed.My job eventually moved me, first
to New York City and, by the end of 2016, to Calgary in western Canada, the heart of the
country’s oil industry. Soon after I landed, the giant bronze head of a beaming old gold miner
greeting me at the airport, two events happened that would make my mind drift back to that
meeting with Anthony. One was a phone call with the man himself, when I was writing about him
again. Ethereum has its own cryptocurrency, Ether, with which users pay transaction fees to run
programs that operate on the platform and which can be publicly bought and traded. One ether



had debuted at about 30 cents, but by the time Anthony and I spoke after I’d landed in Calgary, it
had surged some 70-fold to touch $20. Unclear to me whether it was related or not, Anthony was
leaving the Toronto Stock Exchange to focus on his own project: the Jaxx “wallet,” which could
hold multiple cryptocurrencies, uncommon at the time. “Jaxx really started taking off over the
past months, and that’s really where my passion is,” Anthony told me. “I prioritize the things that
are really important to me, and that’s the number one thing.”The second event that made my
mind wander back was the movement of the cryptocurrency market in general. I had checked
prices after that call, and for reasons still mysterious to me, Bitcoin was on its way back to the
$1,000 mark that it had hit in 2013. My losing investment was bouncing back. Almost three years
to the day, I was finally going to be whole. Not only that, I was profiting from the Bitcoin I had
bought at $200. When I’d arrived in the city — on vast prairies in the shadow of mountains, a
land “to have great victories, to taste bitter disappointment,” as its mayor had said — I chalked
up my excitement as the routine sort brought on by any new development. But looking back, it
was more than that. My life had been changed. I just didn’t know it yet.Act II2017 High:
$20,000Chapter 5People have lived around Calgary for millennia. But the modern city, like many
in the North American west, has little history. Its earliest incarnation only appeared in the late
nineteenth century, after Captain Éphrem-A. Brisebois, an American Civil War veteran, arrived in
the area with 50 fellow redcoats from the North-West Mounted Police. Sent to quell the illegal
whiskey trade, the group crossed the raging Bow waterway on a late summer day and
commissioned a pine-and-spruce fort that would later become the city. Brisebois, a French
speaker from the east, near Montreal, clashed with everyone around him and rode back alone.
But his men stayed, among them a Constable George Clift King, who had been the first of them
to set foot on the land, and who later became mayor. When King crossed that river, scarlet coat
upon his back, at least a part of him felt that there was no going back. King would sometimes be
called the city’s “first citizen.”For the longest time, the settlement centered on that Mountie fort.
There was a cattle boom, but it was only after the Second World War that the city truly
prospered, eventually boasting more than a million people, after prospectors struck oil 170 miles
north. But fortunes are fickle, and those tied to oil especially so. Boom-bust cycles abounded.
When oil crashed in 2014, both in the city and in the Alberta province it’s in, darkness fell on all
alike, from executives downtown to roughnecks and camp cooks up north, from ranchers on the
prairies to that military-garbed drifter I would later always see hanging around the financial
district. Domestic abuse rates hit their highest in over ten years as husbands lost jobs. Eastern
travelers seeking fortune turned their eyes homeward. Property prices plunged as a once-mighty
region was brought low.I arrived in town in the stillness after that storm. Just before my journey,
Fergal, an Irish Reuters colleague who knew so much about economics and finance that I had to
google every third word he said, had given me sage advice. “Ethan,” he said, “buy a house,” for
houses were cheap there. Those words were never far from my mind as I arrived. “A house,” I
thought. I fondly remembered my last course in university, during which I read V.S. Naipaul’s A
House for Mr. Biswas, in which the titular character’s perennial search for a permanent dwelling



represents a far bigger, more personal quest for “his own portion of the earth.” Fergal’s was a
most fitting piece of advice.In the early twentieth century, North American governments were
giving free land to anyone who wanted to settle in the West, in what they viewed as the
unconquered frontier. With the subsequent economic booms, it remained a place to which many
went in search of something in their lives. While I did not realize it immediately, I was definitely
searching for something. With my investment in Bitcoin up and Anthony Di Iorio’s phone call
fresh in my mind, I watched as he, along with other fathers of Ethereum, became an even richer
man, eventually worth up to a billion, according to Forbes. A curious thing had happened. The
Ethereum project had raised funds for development by selling its Ether to the crowd. While an
ether conferred no ownership stake, that process was otherwise just like selling a company’s
shares. It even had a similar name, the initial coin offering (ICO), and among all the facets of
Ethereum, that was the one that had immediately caught the attention.Ethereum was not the first
to do an ICO, but because it was an all-purpose computing platform, it provided a foundation on
which other projects could effortlessly issue their own coins and sell them to the public. So the
market teemed with new digital assets, on top of the hundreds of already-existing ones. All of
their prices usually went up and down along with Bitcoin’s, but with even greater swings, and
everything was surging at the time. A new boldness and a fresh hunger took hold of me. A
restless want.I had also been thinking about my time right before I arrived in Calgary, when I
spent six weeks in New York. I covered the international oil markets and talked to professional
traders daily, and that gave me deeper insight into how market forces influence a commodity’s
price and how to read the tea leaves of chart movements. Those traders actively bought and
sold, profiting off price movements more so than just buying and holding the commodity.
Cryptocurrency often made me think of those days. In terms of comparisons in the traditional
markets for Bitcoin, gold is probably the best one, but black gold isn’t too far off. Oil is traded
largely on paper, without physical delivery, and its price fluctuations are considered volatile.By
then, my Bitcoin holdings had grown to be worth a princely $30,000. A wiser man, of course,
would have sold all the bitcoins bought over the past three years and gotten out with no loss and
even a little gain on top. It was only luck that had returned me my investment. If not luck, then
certainly forces beyond my control. But I was on a roll, I thought. What would become of the man
who spurned fortune, who turned his nose up at providence?I let it ride.I started trading, and I
became obsessed with it. I checked prices constantly and had all sorts of alerts for different
movements. Day and night, I traded.I was attending a journalism conference in the picturesque
mountains of Banff, Alberta. The national editor of the Atlantic had come all the way from
Washington, D.C., to speak, and I had rented a car, driven more than an hour west to be there,
and had paid hundreds of dollars for that privilege. But I wasn’t listening. My head was down.
The light from my phone disturbed those around me in that dark theater, but I didn’t care. The
charts showed Ethereum’s Ether, by then the second-most-valuable cryptocurrency, was about
to go up. I was in the process of buying several thousand dollars’ worth of it.I was at a gala
dinner hosted by my alma mater. I mumbled unintelligible grunts to my date and ignored the



others at my table. Bitcoin was going down, and I needed to sell.I was at a grocery store
checkout, I was waiting for a plane, I was watching a movie — it didn’t matter. For conventional
finance, the market closes after office hours. Mainstream traders can just switch off. For
cryptocurrency, no such luck. The market runs 24/7, and you’d better, too. If at any moment in
the day I did not have an internet connection and thus did not know what the price of Bitcoin
was, I felt naked and vulnerable. Price determined my entire emotional spectrum.First thing I did
upon waking, even before the morning piss, I checked Bitcoin prices. If at any point in the night I
woke up, I’d check Bitcoin prices. I woke up a lot. So engrossed was I, even at work, that I had an
extra screen entirely devoted to cryptocurrency prices. Through trading, I started making money
that rivaled my salary. Thus my new passion became even more intense. So all-engulfing it was,
it carried a sort of break in the space-time continuum. Outside, the day could become night and
the sky could rain ashes, and I wouldn’t notice. I cut down on the mainstream news I consumed
and filled the gap with cryptocurrency developments and price analyses.That had a curious
effect. Our perceptions of our surroundings are hardly objective. We form opinions and gain
world views only through the information we process, the newsletters we read in the morning,
the television we watch at night, and the podcasts we stream on the way to work. A 2020
Financial Times article investigated how Ebook Library’s smart assistant Alexa curated the news
it put out, questioning if it might unduly influence minds. We are the media we consume. Being a
newsman, I have long curated my diet religiously. In fact, one of the many staple interview
questions for a journalism job is “From where do you get your news?” When I changed that, it
was as if I had changed, too, like some sort of slow-trickling cyberbaptism.But while it seemed to
me at the time that Bitcoin was eclipsing the other aspects of my life, pulling me away from them,
the truth is more nuanced. I was growing restless at my job, perhaps in the same way all
millennials just entering the workforce do — it was certainly an honest “it’s not you, it’s me”
situation. It’s possible I was going through some sort of quarter-life crisis. The other aspects of
my life were already shrinking, and cryptocurrency had merely expanded into the resulting
void.Whatever the underlying reason, though, increasingly I became cloistered in the new world
of crypto-blockchain. I started seeking out like-minded people.Chapter 6The airport inn was a
drab series of brown and beige blocks, all designed by the same guy who planned all the other
aviation-hub hotels. It was also named the same way, given some fancy-sounding moniker that
on closer examination reveals itself to be utterly meaningless: the Executive Royal Hotel, which
was later renamed just the Royal Hotel, presumably after its owner had a near-death experience
and wanted to correct all the mistakes in his life.I chained my bicycle outside, against a reedy
young tree covered by red ants that were savoring their final freedom in the autumn air, before
the cold would force them dormant beneath the soil. The wind blew, and with it, the branches
whispered.Something was off, and I knew that almost as soon as I arrived at the event that had
been advertised as a cryptocurrency workshop on Meetup.com. I saw “iPro Network” plastered
on the banners outside the hotel event hall, and I googled that unfamiliar name only to make a
horrifying discovery: BehindMLM, a website that monitors scams, had linked iPro to the Bulgaria-



based OneCoin, which had raised the wrath of authorities in the United States and more than a
dozen countries in Asia and Europe after bringing in more than $4 billion. Often called a Ponzi or
pyramid scheme, it had raised the money by selling what critics said was not even a real
cryptocurrency and promising high investment returns that never materialized. While iPro’s
association with OneCoin was unproven beyond BehindMLM’s allegation, I had gone to the
hotel hoping to meet other cryptocurrency enthusiasts, and I started to feel it might not turn out
to be the sort of event I had in mind.I should have left immediately. But I had cycled more than
half an hour to get to that inn by the airport, against a morning wind that gnawed my knuckles
white. I was cold and hungry. I imagined glorious sizzling bacon and over-easy eggs whose
membranes popped to release yolk still runny. Golden hash browns burnt just the right amount
and with a splash of vinegar. Toast with crispy exteriors but soft insides that caved in like fresh
snow. Earl Grey tea and just a dash of milk to turn it a nice silken brown. Maybe they would serve
breakfast, I thought.It was the stupidest decision of the year. Not only was there no food, but
given that I had already sat down, packed into a phalanx of other attendees, I found it too
awkward to just get up and leave. There would be way too many instances of “excuse me” I
would have to say, way too many eyes in the room on my sorry person. I sat rooted, cursing my
gluttony.So I started recording with my phone, which I could do, both legally and ethically,
because it was an event open to the public and Canada’s relevant laws have what is called “one-
party consent.” I didn’t know what I was going to do with the recording, but — looking back,
rather presciently — I thought I might write about it in some form one day.Among the half-dozen
speakers at the hotel event hall was an ex–U.S. Marine, standing proudly and excitedly before
the crowd of about 60. His name was Johnny Read, and he was a worldly man. “My other home
is Thailand, and I’ve been there for the last ten years, so I’m surrounded by the Buddhist culture,”
Johnny said, seemingly without context, after he told everyone he had been a Marine. “I’m not
Buddhist myself, but I studied Buddha. He was an incredible individual. And I get a different
perception.”I didn’t quite get what Johnny meant, but I took one look at him, and I instantly
thought of Steven Seagal — the Marine wore the same type of gaudy Mandarin-collar suit
favored by the Hollywood actor. Yet it wasn’t so much the physical resemblance. It was
everything else. I thought of the action-movie star Seagal and his claims of being some sort of
mystic Buddhist master, advising U.S. intelligence operatives, and fighting Japanese mafia. It
was evident these two were both very serious men. The difference was, of course, that Sergeant
Johnny Ingram Read was not merely acting as a warrior. Later, when writing this book, I verified
with the military that Johnny had served as a Marine Corps radio repairman and had earned an
official commendation for helping bury 220 servicepeople killed in a suicide bombing in Beirut.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Gripping and illuminating read. A very interesting book about the early
days of the cryptocurrency boom, told through entertaining firsthand observations and diligent
reportage. Recommended for crypto nerds as well as those with limited previous knowledge.”
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